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Abstract 

The aim of the study is research of intelligent systems for information retrieval 

relevant to Ukrainian text data, with a focus on cross-domain reviews. The aim is to 

build a system that is easily adaptable and extendable, with a specific emphasis on key-

phrases extraction from reviews for customer feedback retrieval automation. Our work 

addresses the challenge of working with a limited number of pretrained models and 

datasets in the Ukrainian language and modelling discrepant data, aiming to provide a 

solution that spans different domains of Ukrainian reviews.  

Object of the study is an information retrieval process for Ukrainian language 

and its automation. 

Subject of the study is a cross-domain reviews dataset, artificial intelligence 

models for reviews scores and sentiment predictions and technology for key-phrases 

retrieval. 

General characteristic of the work: 

The work is organized in the following way: 

• Chapter 1: Introduction. An overview of the research topic, the proposed ap-

proach, and key contributions. 

• Chapter 2: Related work. A review of prior work related to text classification, 

algorithm interpretability, and unsupervised Aspect-Based Sentiment Analy-

sis (ABSA) and aspect extraction. 

• Chapter 3: Methodology and experiments. We detail our methodology for 

key-phrase extraction, covering data collection, analysis, model training, 

technology development, and an evaluation of various explainable AI meth-

ods. 

• Chapter 4: Conclusion. The chapter summarizes the work and reviews future 

enhancements of presented approach. 

Total number of pages of the work without including references and abstract is 

24. Number of references is 46. Number of figures is 6. Number of tables is 3. 

Keywords: NLP, deep-learning, LSTM, Attention, LIME, text classification, 

sentiment analysis.
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1 Introduction 

 

Recent advances in NLP sphere, which is primary relevant to neural network 

based approaches provided researches with a possibility to tackle large variety of dif-

ficult tasks (NER[1], NEL[2], QA[3], etc.) and pushed limits for machine text compre-

hension. Those technologies allow companies to transform unstructured text data to the 

structured output that is easier to understand and analyze. Text analysis is very much 

relevant to the B2B companies which are monitoring mass media towards specific 

businesses for the sake of analytical reports creation and business insights provision. 

One of the key features that is often included in analytical reports is sentiment analysis 

w.r.t specific company and predefined time range. Although sentiment analysis pro-

vides general insights about company’s well-being, it doesn’t address the question of 

causes that influenced such a result. The task relevant to extraction of the causes of 

sentiment is called Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis[4]. Despite of the fact that pre-

trained models for solving the task do exist, most of them are relevant only to one 

domain. What is more, open-source solutions to ASBA are mostly based on processing 

of English language and creation of a new labeled dataset requires much amount of 

time and lots of manual work. The task of ASBA is relevant to classifying sentiment 

towards identified aspects. If to unite task of ASBA and aspects identification, the 

overall task can be reformulated in the following manner: retrieve key aspects and clas-

sify them with respect to sentiment labels. If to consider that overall sentiment of the 

sentence is a composite of aspects sentiments, the other reformulation of the task ap-

pears: retrieve key aspects that influenced predicted sentiment label the most. Other 

problem where such a formulation is applicable is relevant to summarization of reviews 

relevant to specific entity based on extraction of key phrases that influenced explicit 

ratings. The only difference in formulation for this task is that instead of sentiment 

label, the retrieval is done towards rating. Generally, the task can be formulated in an 

abstract way: retrieve key textual features that influenced predicted label the most.  

In our work we propose a method for solving the task of extraction of key influ-

ential textual features with respect to the overall predicted label. We primarily focus 
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on processing of Ukrainian language and solving the task in the bounds of cross-do-

main reviews. For this purpose, a new dataset including reviews for three domains: 

hotels, restaurants and products, is collected. The data was scrapped from two websites: 

TripAdvisor and Rozetka.  Due to the fact that TripAdvisor doesn’t support Ukrainian 

language in terms of reviews, while part of reviews on Rozetka are in Russian, it was 

decided to translate scrapped data using Microsoft translator. To get rid of possible 

anomalies and incorrect translations, a specific data processing was used. In order to 

remove incorrectly estimated reviews, an automatic machine-learning based approach 

was utilized. The proposed method to explaining reviews can be described in two 

stages: training a machine learning model to predict reviews based on textual features 

and extraction of textual features that are the most influential during decision making 

of an aforementioned model based on explainable AI techniques. In terms of model, 

the experiments include both classical machine learning and deep learning-based meth-

ods.  Due to the class imbalance f1-macro averaged w.r.t introduced domains (hotels, 

restaurants, products) was used as the main metric. Due to the subjective nature of 

reviews and their ratings, rating scores were mapped to sentiment labels and additional 

model was trained.  In both rating estimation and sentiment prediction, the architecture 

of best model was based on LSTM (Long-Short Term Memory)[5] and attention mech-

anism. To account for noisiness of data, a noise-tolerant training was used, namely 

specific losses including: Huber[6] and Log-Cosh[7] loss. The experiments relevant to 

extraction of most influential features included comparison of two methods w.r.t opti-

mal model on two sets of problems (rating estimation and sentiment prediction): LIME 

(Local-Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations)[8] and Dot-product Attention 

mechanism. The results of both methods were manually validated in terms of both 

comprehension and suitability to the predicted metric. To numerically evaluate meth-

ods, Precision at K metric was used. An algorithmic approach for aggregation of most 

influential textual features w.r.t entity was introduced, which simplified the usage of 

overall flow in production setting.  

The main contributions of the work, can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Introduction of a new cross-domain dataset with Ukrainian reviews: the 

paper presents a novel dataset including three different domains with reviews in 

Ukrainian language and consisting of 662907 rows. The dataset can be used both for 

sentiment analysis and reviews estimation. 

2. Exhaustive experiments summarizing techniques mandatory for working 

with noisy textual data: the paper showcases utilization of different techniques relevant 

to working with noisy data, including automized filtering of mislabeled samples and 

specific noise-tolerant losses. 

3. Trained models that can be used for both sentiment analysis and reviews 

estimation in Ukrainian: models that achieved the highest accuracy during experiments 

were open-sourced and can be utilized as solutions for sentiment analysis and reviews 

estimation tasks or/and used for transfer learning and further research. 

4. Introduction of a method based on explainable AI for key phrases retrieval: 

based on trained models, a method for key phrases retrieval is introduced. The method 

can be utilized for advanced analysis and summarization of reviews and as a possible 

solution to unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis. 

Overall, the contributions of this work have the potential to advance NLP for 

Ukrainian language, in particular in domain of reviews and sentiment analysis. Never-

theless, current work focuses specifically on Ukrainian language, developed algorithm 

is language agnostic. For reproducibility and enhancement of future research in the 

area, all the code starting with data collection and processing and ending with models 

training and validation is open-sourced on a GitHub[9]. 
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2 Related work 

 

2.1 Classification with textual data 

 

Recent research leverages plenty of methods for solving the tasks of classifica-

tion based on textual data. The approaches can be divided into two groups based on 

utilized algorithms: classical machine learning and deep learning ones. 

Classical machine learning algorithms require thorough data preprocessing, 

which often includes words normalization based on lemmatization or stemming; stop-

words removal and vectorization of data using TF-IDF[10]. Then processed features 

are used as an input to a classifier, such as Gradient boosted trees[11], SVM[12] or 

Logistic Regression[13]. Nevertheless, such approaches are inferior to deep-learning 

ones in terms of accuracy, they are still utilized due to speed of training and inference 

and high interpretability. For instance, Utsha et al.[14] apply extreme gradient boosted 

trees along with TF-IDF to tackle the task of multiclass fake news detection; Das et 

al.[15] utilize classical machine learning models on the task of sentiment analysis, 

showing that TF-IDF text vectorization along with NWT (Next word negation) prepro-

cessing step and SVM achieves pretty high accuracies w.r.t three datasets. There is also 

a tendency of using additional textual features such as POS (Part of speech) tags[16] 

or NER (Named entity recognition)[17] to boost performance of models. Other ap-

proaches suggest usage of word embeddings as a text vectorization method[18], how-

ever usage of embeddings make classical machine learning models less interpretable.  

Deep-learning based methods achieve state of the art results on many bench-

marks relevant to textual data input. Such methods work well especially when big data 

is available, as they tend to find hidden structures in text and generalize well. Embed-

ding layer is a basis for deep-learning based approaches, as it’s used to map token 

identifiers to real value vectors. Embeddings allowed researchers to use transfer-learn-

ing and leverage knowledge of models trained on big textual corpus for downstream 

tasks. For instance, Yoon Kim[19] applied convolutional neural network on top of 
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Word2Vec[20] embeddings for text classification. Each convolutional layer was ap-

plied to embeddings in parallel, where number of filters was relevant to n-gram size. 

Other approaches utilized more sophisticated models which are based on recurrency. 

LSTM and its variations are widely used for text classification nowadays. Sachan et 

al.[21] used simple one-layer Bidirectional LSTM along with mixed objective for train-

ing to achieve state-of-the-art results on various datasets.  

At the same time many researchers tend to combine CNNs with LSTMs to en-

hance the performance of overall model. Chunting Zhou et al.[22] proposes a C-LSTM, 

model which applies one dimensional convolution right after embeddings layer to ex-

tract high-level representations, which are then fed into LSTM layer, showing superior 

results w.r.t other methods. CNNs are also used right after LSTM layer, in order to 

aggregate and process hidden states in a non-linear way instead of just retrieving the 

last one. For instance, Peng Zhou et al.[23] utilize Bidirectional LSTM with two-di-

mensional CNN layers, which outperforms C-LSTM on five datasets. Other research-

ers tend to aggregate hidden states from LSTM layer using attention mechanism. Wang 

et al.[24] propose model which uses LSTM along with attention mechanism to tackle 

the problem of aspect-based sentiment analysis. The attention combines both hidden 

representations of sentence tokens and aspect embeddings to produce the final output 

vector which is then fed into classification layer. Recent research features approaches, 

based on transformers and self-attention, which are superior to others in cases when 

big datasets are available. Nevertheless, performance of such models is pretty stunning, 

they are way less explainable than those based on LSTMs and CNNs.  

In our work we experimented with both classical machine learning algorithms 

including SVM and gradient-boosting trees and deep learning ones, which are based 

on LSTMs, CNNs and attention.  

 

2.2 Explainable AI for text classification 

 

Explainable AI is very important field, main goal of which is to interpret predic-

tions made by machine learning models. Explainable AI techniques are often used to 
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monitor performance of model w.r.t biases and promote end user trust. Explainable AI 

methods can be classified into three categories: Intrinsically Interpretable Method, and 

Model Agnostic Methods and Example-Based Explanations. One of the methods to 

achieve explainable AI is to use intrinsically explainable methods like logistic regres-

sion, decision trees and their ensembles. However, such explainability comes with a 

cost of performance. Attention mechanism can also be considered as an intrinsically 

explainable method, even though it only partially explains model’s results. While lo-

gistic regression and decision trees explain model’s decision globally, attention mech-

anism provides a local perspective. Model-agnostic methods separate explanation from 

a machine learning model, allowing it to be compatible with a variety of models. 

Model-agnostic method that is often used is surrogate-based explanations. The main 

idea of it is to train a simpler model on top of original model’s predictions and explain 

the simpler one, which is called a “surrogate”. Surrogate-based methods are also di-

vided into global and local ones, as in the example regarding logistic regression and 

attention mechanism.  

One of the famous algorithms that is build on local explainability is LIME (Local 

Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations). LIME trains an inherently interpretable 

model on the new dataset constructed from the permutation of samples and correspond-

ing predictions of the model. Trained “surrogate” model can be a good approximator 

of global behavior, it doesn’t provide a good approximation for a global one. Shapely 

is another local explanation method, which is based on game theory. Main idea behind 

the method  is based on an assumption that each feature value is a player in a game and 

the prediction is an overall payout that is distributed among players. Example-Based 

explanations are mostly model-agnostic [25] and explain model predictions by select-

ing instances of the dataset and not by creating summaries of features. There also exist 

approaches relevant to specifically analyzing neural networks outputs using gradient-

based attribution methods [26]. However, Wang et.al [27] showed that gradient-based 

analysis of NLP models is manipulable, leaving a space for possible adversarial attacks. 

Nevertheless, many approaches to explainable AI exist, we focused on analyzing 

of LIME and attention-based explanations.  
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2.3 Aspects ranking and unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis 

 

Several works similar to ours in terms of task exist. Aspect ranking is a process 

of identifying important product aspects from online consumer reviews. Yu et. al[28] 

presented an approach which consisted of three steps: aspect identification, aspect sen-

timent classification and aspect ranking. Nevertheless, the approach seemed to be ef-

fective in comparison with methods of Hu et. al [29] and Wu et. al [30], it includes the 

estimation of parameters for three models (2 SVMs and parameters for Gaussian dis-

tribution), which is hard to adopt to new data and can be slow during inference. Ap-

proach was shown to work for English language. In comparison, our approach only 

needs to train model ones and then apply explainable AI techniques to identify im-

portant aspects w.r.t labels model was trained on.  

As it was already mentioned, our approach can be thought of as the instance of 

unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis. Garcia-Pablos et.al [31] presented an 

unsupervised approach to aspect-based sentiment analysis, that utilized graphs and 

Word2Vec model to identify aspects and detect their polarity. Hercig et.al [32] tackled 

the problem of unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis for Czech language, by 

breaking the task into 4 separate problems: aspect term extraction, aspect term polarity, 

aspect category extraction and aspect category polarity. Once again, out approach can 

be easily adopted for unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis, has fewer number 

of steps and is much easier to use. 

So far, the most similar research to ours is the master’s thesis of Dmytro 

Bobenko [33]. In his work, the author tackled the problem of determining sentiment 

and most influential phrases for each review. The data was collected from TripAdvisor 

and Booking websites, resulting into the dataset of 164k reviews. The author trained 

models for sentiment detection and used PMI (pointwise mutual information) to glob-

ally create dictionary of negative/positive phrases, which is then used to determine 

most influential phrases for each classified review. In comparison,  the dataset collected 

in our work is cross-domain and is much bigger (662k reviews); the key phrases ex-

traction works locally which makes it more contextualized and applicable for new data; 
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similarly to authors we used f1-score as a main metric, however due to imbalance na-

ture of data the “macro” averaging was applied in contrast to “weighted”, which assigns 

greater contribution to classes with more examples and is not representative of model 

performance w.r.t all the classes. Other differences are depicted further throughout the 

article. 
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3 Methodology and experiments 

 

This section describes methodology used to tackle the problem of key influential 

phrases extraction including information about data collection, processing and filter-

ing, models training and workflow of an algorithm for key phrases retrieval along with 

empirical results. As it was already mentioned, our method comprises of two steps: 

training a discriminative model to predict specific label based on input text and apply-

ing local methods for prediction explanation based on input. The second step allows to 

score phrases and words w.r.t predefined categories of a target variable. Those phrases 

which have the biggest impact on model’s output for predicted label are considered to 

be most influential. 

 

3.1 Data collection 

 

As it was already mentioned, the collected dataset included three different do-

mains: restaurants, hotels and products. The data was parsed from two websites 

TripAdvisor and Rozetka. In order to parse big amounts of data without being banned, 

a number of techniques were used, including: user-agent rotation, proxy server and 

different time intervals between scrapping. To speed up data collection, multipro-

cessing was applied. For TripAdvisor the information of only Ukrainian hotels and 

restaurants was parsed. 

In result, the dataset containing 671k reviews was collected. Nevertheless, many 

complementary information was parsed, we primarily focused on the following col-

umns: 

- reviews_text – parsed text of original reviews. 

- dataset_name – name of domain dataset. 

- entity_name – name of unique hotel, restaurant or product for which 

review was written. 

- rating – rating of review. 

A few records from resulting dataset are shown (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 20 random samples drawing from originally collected data 

 

3.2 Data preprocessing and analysis 

 

Analyzing the collected dataset, it was found that similarly to the work of 

Bobenko, parsed textual data was multi-lingual, including, Russian, Ukrainian and 

other languages (19% to Ukrainian and 81% of reviews relevant to other languages). 

What is more, TripAdvisor don’t support Ukrainian language at all, thus all the reviews 

relevant to hotels and restaurants domains were in other languages. To tackle this prob-

lem, we automated the translation process utilizing Microsoft translation API [34]. As 

full automation could still result in errors and incorrect translation, reviews were auto-

matically filtered. Analyzing the distribution of characters number in the translated re-

views, it was found that some of them had only 1 character and thus were filtered out 

(see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of characters number in reviews on log10 scale 

 

Logically if the difference between number of characters in original review and 

its translation is too big, translated review could be incorrect or incomplete. Those re-

views for which the difference was bigger than 200 characters were filtered out. As the 

possibility of partial translation on the level of sentences existed, translated reviews 

were tokenized into sentences and for each sentence the language was detected using 

fasttext model[35]. Based on this information, partially translated reviews were filtered 

out. Each sentence was tokenized into words using special tokenizer for Ukrainian lan-

guage that tolerated both apostrophe and hyphen characters. In order to reduce vocab-

ulary and normalize tokens, a specific preprocessing that separated letters from sym-

bols was used. As some of the reviews could be questions about hotels, restaurants or 

products specific heuristic to determine questions based on POS (part of speech) tags 

was applied. POS tags were detected using pymorphy2 library. Found questions were 

filtered out from the dataset. Other preprocessing included deletion of multi-spaces, 

removal of a newline character, lowercasing and lemmatization that was only used for 

classical machine learning methods.  

Applied preprocessing resulted in a reduced dataset consisting of 662907 re-

views. Dataset included 364935 unique words and 205161 unique lemmas. Entity name 

is an essential categorical feature which is used further for final algorithm of key 

phrases retrieval. There are more than 28k of unique entities with the median number 
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of reviews equal to 7. The data can be logically split into subsets w.r.t domains (da-

taset_name column) and whether the text was translated or not (translated column). In 

terms of distribution w.r.t domains, 60% of data is relevant to products, 28% to restau-

rants and 12% to hotels reviews. Analyzing the distribution of ratings, it’s clear that 

it’s far from even (see Fig. 3). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Distribution of ratings across all domains 

 

As the result of analysis, the following conclusions were made: 

1. The fact that number of unique words is pretty huge implies filtering of stop-

words for classical machine learning algorithms and usage of specific tokenizers for 

deep-learning based methods to reduce number of tokens. 

2. The fact that distribution of ratings is imbalanced, implies usage of specific 

techniques to stabilize training procedure and correctly evaluate model performance. 

3. The fact that distribution of domains across the dataset is not even and major 

part of reviews are translated can cause model to overfit to one domain. Thus, it was 

decided to conduct evaluation of algorithms w.r.t each domain and translated identifier 

category. 
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3.3 Data filtering 

 

In our work the experiments were done w.r.t both classical machine learning 

models, in particular logistic regression and gradient-boosted trees and deep-learning 

based ones, which utilized convolution, recurrent and attention layers. While training 

the models, we faced the issue of noisy data that came out from the subjectivity of 

user’s ratings and discrepancy between the actual text of review and its rating. Such a 

problem typically arises while working with human generated data. Thus, in order to 

filter out misleading data samples, an automotive approach was used. Models with dif-

ferent architectures were picked and trained on dataset in a cross-validation manner, so 

that each model could generate predictions for each K fold, while being trained on K-

1 folds. For filtration a stratified k-fold strategy was used with K equal to 5. After 

generating predictions for each sample using M different models, those samples for 

which all the models made incorrect prediction were analyzed. The logic behind the 

filtering was in the fact that different models would learn distribution of data w.r.t tar-

get differently, but would make same mistakes for outliers. It was empirically discov-

ered that majority of analyzed samples were mislabeled and had discrepancy between 

review text and rating (see Fig. 4).  

 

 

Fig. 4. Example of confusing samples with discrepancy between reviews and 

rating 
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It’s important to note that subjectivity of ratings naturally exists in terms of rat-

ings that are close to each other (1 star is pretty similar to 2 stars, whereas same is true 

for 5 and 4 ones). Thus, only those samples for which the difference between actual 

rating and predicted was bigger than two were filtered. As the result of filtering, 7437 

samples were removed from dataset. 

 

3.4 Modelling 

 

The training procedure can be divided into two categories: classical machine 

learning algorithms and deep-learning ones. As it was already mentioned, ratings are 

pretty subjective, thus it was decided to conduct experiments both on the problem of 

rating estimation and on sentiment prediction one. To convert task from rating estima-

tion to sentiment prediction, rating labels were mapped to sentiment ones using the 

following rule: ratings equal to 2 and lower mapped to negative, rating of 3 to neutral, 

and ratings higher than 3 to positive. For sentiment prediction, the experiments were 

conducted towards 5 deep-learning architectures that achieved best results on ratings 

estimation and two classical machine learning algorithms. The data was split in a strat-

ified manner w.r.t each domain dataset and ratings. Throughout experiments, f1 score 

with macro averaging was used as the main metric. To choose between algorithms, 

averaged f1 macro w.r.t three domains was used. 

Firstly, classical machine learning algorithms were trained. Experiments were 

done towards logistic regression and gradient-boosted trees implementation of xgboost 

library[36] Stop words were removed from lemmatized tokens, which were then trans-

formed into vectors using tf-idf (term frequency – inverse document frequency) and 

used as input to models. As the runtime of classical machine learning algorithms is 

often lower than of deep-learning ones due to fewer number of parameters, a Bayesian 

search [37] over the hyper-parameters was performed.   

As of deep-learning algorithms, the experiments were conducted w.r.t combina-

tion of different layers and mechanisms including attention, convolution and recur-

rency. Considering the fact that real-world text has many typos and number of words 
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in vocabulary is huge, it was decided to use sub-word tokenization method named BPE 

(byte-pair-coding)[38]. BPE tokenizer was trained with a min frequency of words equal 

to 5, which resulted into more than 10 times decrease in a number of tokens (30k).  For 

all the experiments, embeddings with 300 dimensions were used. Due to analysis of 

median number of tokens in a review, all the sequences of tokens were padded to the 

length of 300. All the models were trained for 20 epochs and early stopping strategy 

with a tolerance equal to 5 epochs of training was utilized.  As the main technique for 

regularization the Dropout[39] was applied. Adam optimizer [40] with default param-

eters was used for model’s training. Some of the models utilized embeddings from 

Word2Vec model, which was pretrained on the BPE tokenized dataset.  Throughout 

the experiments, the same random seed was used to ensure reproducibility. All the ar-

chitectures were implemented using Tensorflow[41] and Keras[42] frameworks. The 

following architectures were implemented and tried out: 

• Kim-CNN. The architecture proposed by Yoon Kim, which applies parallel 

convolutional layers to embedding layer and concatenates their output before the 

classification one. Kernel size is relevant to number of n-gram range that are 

convolved. In our experiments, we used kernel size range from 3 to 5, pooling window 

equal to 2 and filters equal to 32. 

• Kim-CNN with spatial dropout and more layers. In this experiment, the 

previous architecture was modified to include more convolutional layers. In particular, 

spatial dropout [43] was applied after the embbeding layer; the kernel size range was 

extended to the following values: 3,4,5,7,9; after each convolutional layer along with 

max pooling, the dropout was used. 

• LSTM-CNN. Right after the embeddings, LSTM (Long-short-term-memory) 

layer was utilized. Processed sequences from LSTM were then convolved.  This 

combination would allow to nonlinearly aggregate processed information from the 

LSTM. Spatial dropout is used through all the next experiments, including this one. 

• CNN-LSTM. Right after the embeddings, convolution is applied similarly to 

Kim-CNN architecture. Number of convolutional filters was increased to 100. After 

convolution layer, the LSTM one is utilized.  
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• LSTM-Attention. Attention is applied after the LSTM to aggregate processed 

representations of words. A dot product attention was used with tanh nonlinearity. 

Before the classification layer attention output was concatenated with the last state of 

the LSTM.  As it was already mentioned, attention can be used to locally explain 

model’s decision to some degree by analyzing importance weights assigned to each 

processed word from LSTM. In our experiments, both attention weights matrix and the 

LSTM one had the same number of shape equal to 128. 

• Bi-LSTM. Instead of applying the LSTM after embeddings, a bidirectional 

version of it is utilized. It allows to access text both from right to left and left to right 

allowing for richer representation of text. 

• Bi-LSTM CNN2D.  Architecture proposed by Zhang et. al, which based on 

utilization of bidirectional LSTM and processing its outputs using two dimensional 

CNN. In our experiments, we used CNN with 100 filters and kernel size of 3 and for 

bi-LSTM number of units was set to 300. 

• Deep LSTM. Instead of applying one LSTM after embeddings, two LSTMs 

were stacked. Between LSTMs dropout was utilized along with layer 

normalization[44]. For first LSTM number of neurons was increased to 128. 

• Deep Bi-LSTM. Same logic as for deep LSTM, but with substitution of first 

level LSTM layer by a bidirectional one. Instead of layer normalization, batch 

normalization [45] was used. 

• Deep LSTM Attention. Similar to the deep LSTM, but with usage of attention 

for aggregation of all output states of the second level LSTM. 

• Deep LSTM Attention with Word2Vec embbedings. Same architecture as 

before, but instead of training embeddings from scratch, the pretrained ones were 

finetuned. 

• CNN Deep LSTM Attention with Word2Vec embbedings. A forge of two 

architectures, in particular Kim-CNN with more layers and Deep LSTM attention. 

Firstly, parallel convolutions for defined kernel sizes were applied, the concatenated 

result was then passed to LSTM layers and attention. Word2Vec embbedings were 

utilized as in previous architecture.  
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• Deep LSTM Attention with Word2Vec embeddings and class weights. Same 

as deep LSTM attention with Word2Vec embbedings, but class weights were applied 

to tackle the problem of class imbalance. Class weights were simply computed by 

scikit-learn library. 

• Variations of Deep LSTM Attention with Word2Vec embeddings w.r.t noise-

tolerant objectives. Even after automatic data filtration process, biased samples still 

persisted in the data. Thus, it was decided to try out noise-tolerant training, specifically 

techniques relevant to altering the objective of a model. First experiment was related 

to technique named label smoothing [46], the logic of which lies in the fact that for 

high accuracy of the model, pushing the probabilities for right classes towards 1 (that’s 

what cross-entropy does under the hood) is not always needed. If data is noisy, 

maximizing the likelihood of labels given the data can be harmful. Label smoothing 

regularizes the model by converting hard labels into the soft ones, which helps to deal 

with overconfident predictions and improve generalization. In our experiments we 

applied label smoothing with label smoothing factor equal to 0.1. While label 

smoothing alters targets for cross-entropy objective, there are approaches which utilize 

noise-robust objectives such as log cosh and Huber loss. Log cosh loss is less sensitive 

to outliers and is simply computed as applying cosh and logarithm to difference 

between predicted and real vector. Log cosh loss can be viewed as a smoothed out L1 

using L2 around origin. Huber loss combines L1 and L2 losses by explicitly using L2 

in the vicinity of the origin where the discontinuity lies, and then switching to L1 a 

certain distance, delta, away from the origin. Both losses are primarily used for robust 

regression, but can also be adopted to classification problems, by simply computing 

the difference between predictions probabilities vector and one-hot vector of target 

classes. In our experiments, we used Huber loss with a delta of 1.  

The results of modeling on ratings prediction problem are presented in Table 1, 

whereas on problem of sentiment analysis – in Table 2.  
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Table 1. Results on problem of rating estimation 

Approach 
Test f1 Ro-

zetka 

Test f1 TripAdvisor 

hotels 

Test f1 

TripAdvisor 

restaurants 

Test f1 trans-

lated data 

Test f1 orig-

inal data 

Averaged f1 

on all do-

mains 

logistic_regression 0.378 0.339 0.367 - - 0.361 

gradient boosted trees 0.26 0.256 0.262 - - 0.259 

lstm_attention 0.474 0.555 0.563 0.530 0.483 0.531 

lstm_cnn 0.482 0.550 0.546 0.526 0.479 0.526 

bilstm_cnn2d 0.497 0.556 0.549 0.534 0.496 0.534 

bilstm 0.483 0.532 0.54 0.521 0.480 0.518 

cnn_deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v 
0.504 0.549 0.546 0.533 0.514 0.533 

cnn_lstm 0.51 0.528 0.541 0.528 0.518 0.526 

deep_bilstm 0.492 0.536 0.548 0.527 0.502 0.525 

deep_lstm 0.491 0.548 0.554 0.532 0.494 0.531 

deep_lstm_attention 0.498 0.553 0.557 0.538 0.496 0.536 

deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v 
0.516 0.568 0.572 0.552 0.523 0.5521 

deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v_class_weights 
0.493 0.562 0.584 0.546 0.497 0.546 

deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v_huber 
0.511 0.574 0.572 0.553 0.511 0.5526 

deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v_la-

bel_smoothing 

0.498 0.566 0.564 0.543 0.501 0.543 

deep_lstm_atten-

tion_w2v_log_cosh 
0.5 0.57 0.571 0.547 0.505 0.547 

kim_cnn 0.517 0.510 0.534 0.528 0.516 0.520 

kim_cnn_more_lay-

ers_spatial_drop 
0.513 0.532 0.546 0.535 0.514 0.530 

 

Table 2. Results on problem of sentiments analysis 

Approach 
Test f1 

Rozetka 

Test f1 

TripAdvisor 

hotels 

Test f1 

TripAdvisor 

restaurants 

Test f1 

translated 

data 

Test f1 

original 

data 

Averaged 

f1 on all 

domains 

logistic_regression  0.562 0.497 0.546 - - 0.535 

gradient boosted trees 0.422 0.39 0.428 - - 0.413 

bilstm_cnn2d  0.685 0.699 0.732 0.709 0.689 0.705 

deep_lstm_attention_w2v 0.691 0.712 0.728 0.712 0.698 0.71 

deep_lstm_attention_w2v_class_weights 0.676 0.7 0.738 0.709 0.673 0.705 

deep_lstm_attention_w2v_huber 0.691 0.721 0.745 0.721 0.695 0.719 

kim_cnn_more_layers_spatial_drop 0.657 0.709 0.734 0.705 0.650 0.7 

 

As it can be seen from results depicted in Table 1, deep_lstm_attention-w2v_hu-

ber achieves best results in terms of test f1 for TripAdvisor hotels domain and averaged 

f1 on all domains. Analyzing the confusion matrix (see Fig. 5) of best approach on 
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rating estimation, it’s easy to notice that most of the errors are relevant to mismatching 

close categories, that are subjective by nature. This in particular, implies that trained 

model is representable of data distribution and can be used for further experiments 

relevant to key phrases retrieval. Interestingly, the effect of noise-robust objective isn’t 

very noticeable in rating estimation experiment. In fact, the difference between average 

f1 on all domains between Deep LSTM Attention Word2Vec embeddings with cross-

entropy and with Huber loss is only 0.0005 points, whereas the gap is much bigger for 

the task of sentiment analysis (+0.09). It’s worth mentioning that results of models 

could be improved by using automatic hyper-parameters optimization and manual data 

filtering.  The exact configurations of models in terms of their architectures and hyper-

parameters are available on GitHub. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Confusion matrix produced by best approach for rating estimation 

 

3.5 Algorithm for key phrases retrieval 

 

After training the models, the best one w.r.t chosen metric was picked for ex-

plainability experiments and construction of an algorithm for key phrases retrieval. The 

algorithm works on both on the level of entity (restaurant/hotel/product) and on the 

level of its review. While working on the level of entity, specific averaging is used to 
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summarize most influential phrases across all the reviews for the entity. The algorithm 

for key-phrases retrieval can be logically divided into two steps: retrieval of predictions 

and scores for each token in each review and aggregation of scores across all the pre-

dictions.  

Retrieval of scores is the main subject of our experiments. In particular, the ex-

periments were conducted towards two methods: LIME and Attention. As the trained 

model operated on BPE tokens, which are essentially sub-words, the operation of sub-

words merging was implemented. For merged sub-words, corresponding attention 

scores were summed-up. Main disadvantage of straightforward attention explanation 

is that its feature scoring gives explanation that is interpreted towards the class with 

highest probability, although certain features can contribute to increasing of probabil-

ities of other classes. On the other hand, LIME provides explanation that captures con-

tribution of features towards each class. Speaking of LIME, the main disadvantage that 

we found was disability of using custom tokenizer, which is essential for Ukrainian 

language. Also, while Attention is an in-built mechanism of model explainability, 

LIME uses local surrogate models to interpret predictions, which could be not strong 

enough to understand the data and approximate predictions of much more complex 

model.  

Having obtained the scores for each token and actual predictions for each review, 

the aggregation of results was done. The aggregation step works for phrases of varying 

size, supports aggregations relevant to sum and mean and has a functionality for diver-

sification of results based on input tokens. For n-grams other than unigrams, the scores 

are summed up or averaged, depending on aggregation algorithm’s settings. It’s worth 

mentioning that aggregation algorithm is agnostic towards the method used for scoring 

tokens and is pretty simple in nature, which makes it easier to extend and enhance.  

The full pipeline of extraction for key phrases extraction and reviews summari-

zation works in the following way: 

1. Process the data in the same way, that was used to process the data for training 

the models (add spaces between punctuations, remove next-line character, etc.). 

2. Tokenize the data using trained BPE tokenizer. 
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3. Make predictions and explanations based on trained model using LIME or 

Attention for each review/text. 

4. Summarize results using aggregation algorithm. 

The experiments to decide which method is more suitable for key-phrases re-

trieval were conducted. During experiments the aggregation method’s parameters were 

the following: n-gram was set to be equal to 4, both aggregation for phrase scores and 

overall scores were set to mean, diversification was used with overlap of 2 words, for 

LIME method top-15 phrases per label were retrieved, whereas for Attention – top-20.  

The experiments were made towards best model trained for rating estimation. For ex-

periments, a new dataset of diverse entities in terms of their average rating across three 

domains was constructed. To compare results of LIME and Attention explanation, Pre-

cision at K metric was used. The phrase was considered relevant if it was comprehen-

sive and reflective of predicted category (see Fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6. Example of LIME and Attention explanation for one of the entities. In 

green – positive phrases are shown, in red – negative. For ratings <3 only negative 

phrases are relevant, for >4 – only positive, for 3 – both negative and positive. Results 

were validated towards summarization of all reviews w.r.t specific entity and catego-

rized by averaged rating groups (<3, 3 and >=4). 
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Results were validated towards summarization of all reviews w.r.t specific entity 

and categorized by averaged rating groups (<3, 3 and >=4). 

As it can be seen from Table 3, Attention method achieves better Precision at K 

averaged on all rating groups, which was used as main metric. It’s worth mentioning 

that LIME has better coverage in terms of number of phrases, thus it’s recommended 

to use the combination of methods while retrieving key phrases. The algorithm for 

phrases retrieval can easily be enhanced based on POS tags, which could help to obtain 

only those phrases which suit specific patterns (e.g. Noun-Adjective, Adjective-Noun-

Verb, etc.).   

Table 3. Results on problem of key-phrases retrieval 

Approach 

Precision at K 

for average rat-

ing <3 

Precision at K 

for average rat-

ing 3 

Precision at K 

for average rat-

ing >=4 

Average Preci-

sion at K 

LIME 0.2806 0.3292 0.221 0.276 

Attention 0.308 0.3009 0.266 0.291 
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4 Conclusion 

 

A novel method for key-phrases retrieval, based on training discriminative 

model and applying explainable AI on top of it was presented. The new dataset which 

can be used for further research of key-phrases retrieval and pretraining of models in 

Ukrainian, was collected. In order to tackle the noisiness, the chain of methods was 

described, showing that substitution of cross-entropy loss with Huber one, improves f1 

score. 

Trained models can be utilized solely to tackle the problem of sentiment analysis 

and rating estimation in 3 domains. There is also a room for using trained models for 

transfer learning, therefore helping to tackle other problems in Ukrainian NLP. Alt-

hough, the comparative study has shown that Attention-based phrases retrieval is better 

than LIME ones, in practice it’s recommend to experiment with both or even combine 

them. The proposed method for key-phrases retrieval is simple, easy to extend and 

enhance.  Nevertheless, there are still many things to improve, including enhancement 

of model’s quality, application of other methods for explainable AI (including gradient 

based explanations), POS-tags based key-phrases filtration and others. In the future 

work, we plan to adopt our method to unsupervised aspect-based sentiment analysis 

and compare it to other methods in the field.  Even though the experiments with key-

phrases retrieval algorithm were conducted in Ukrainian language, it can easily be 

adopted to any other. All the models, data and code are open-sourced for future re-

search. 
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